
HOW KANESAKA DIRECTED SUPER UP 
By Marv Gold 
  
Informally, some might say.  Others might say casually, studiously, indifferently. 
I prefer to call it intently, and at no time intensely. In mid 1965 he appeared at my 
modest Chicago film studio as sociably as a person seeking to cool off in our full-size 
adjacent swimming pool. And in a matter of minutes, he did.  Later, drying off, we 
rambled into a serious discussion of Chicago experimental or “underground” film. 
Aha, he seemed to have an agenda. 
  
When we exchanged our credits in the medium. I learned that he had helped 
organize an experimental film festival with Takahiko Iimura at the Sogetsu Art Center 
in Japan and documented Fluxus happenings such as at Hi-Red Center and the 
underground art scene in Tokyo. I cited our First Prize at Cannes in 1963, the 
Eastman Kodak Glass Trophy for experimental shorts, as well as numerous festival 
awards. 
  
He added he’d like to make a film about screaming, high velocity advertising, and 
would I like to help him? A great idea, I said, and I would be honored to have him 
help me on it. We both laughed at our mutual requests, and thereupon agreed to 
collaborate. That evening after dinner at my house, he got into the mood for 
visualizing by donning a silk brocade smoking jacket and lighting a long thin English 
cigarette in an exquisite cigarette holder. I knew he was getting ready to move in for 
awhile, perhaps a month. And I knew this was going to be one exceptional high 
concept film touching upon racial and class segregation, consumerism and lust, 
sexual energy and desire, and the domination of (and link between) advertising, 
consumption, sexuality, and the police.  
Whew! Was I ready for all this? 
  
The storyline was as simple as a folk tale. An impoverished slum kid becomes swept 
up by America’s wonderland of advertising, and reacts by stealing a bottle of 
milk.  Pursued by police, he discards the milk, and wanders through an over-stocked 
supermarket where he confronts the American symbol of Plenty, a nude nymphet 
upraising a bottle of Pepsi Cold. He shrinks back, returning to the streets and the 
rows of ghostly outdoor signs. 
  
Kenji wanted to name the film “Neons.” But there were too few neon signs in it.  So 
we chose “Super Up”, a mix of superabundance and Seven Up.  We recognized our 
limits—in funds, talent, tech skills, manpower, equipment., locations and transport, 
film stock and processing, in music and editing, and composite sound/color prints. we 
would have to condense, compress and get by. Here a tight script would focus our 
efforts, By the next day my detailed script made us camera ready.  Now what about 
actors?      
  
The slum kid was the key. Kenji found him in the neighborhood, James Taylor.  A tall 
black teen-ager, about 14, with a lean, almost sculptured face and monastic, Asian 
look. He lived in a run-down housing development known as Cabrini-Green, a very 
tough environment.  We found a garrulous uniformed cop and an elderly shopper that 
James accosts (both willing to volunteer). Best of all was finding the nude nymphet 
volunteer, girlfriend of the cameraman. We were set. 
  
In two weeks we were on the movieola. And yes, composing the continuity and 
effects was damn near hair-raising, like two chefs concocting a French pastry. I recall 
Kenji wanting the first scene to be a dead pigeon that he’d choke in the park. 
“Please, no!” I protested, and luckily found we had a perfectly usable such 



scene.  This was of a pigeon run over in the street, where it still lay, its one lame wing 
occasionally fluttering in the wind, Kenji approved the shot, even though he was 
mainly very stubborn and inflexible. 
  
Now music had to be shaped and synchronized. Here the biggest contribution came 
from our Editor, Ron Clasky, a master at his craft. We had the interplay of two 
themes in mind — a modern, subtle original jazz theme for the appeals of the signs 
which we had made for us by The Eurasian Five, and secondly, public domain organ, 
blues theme of black church hymns, this from ancient 78’s.  I supervised re-
recordings and mixes, and thanks to Ron, they worked like a charm.  We gave some 
previews to the press and up and down ad row (Michigan Boulevard) and the 
reception was mixed.  The art studios and creatives loved it; it stimulated them.  The 
“straight” folks— clients, management people, execs and salesmen—didn’t know 
how to react because nobody told them how to.  So Kenji and I and the crew were 
tickled.  The film went on to win top prizes at numerous 1970 festivals: Tokyo, 
Chicago, Ann Arbor, Buffalo, Cranbrook, San Francisco, Seattle, etc. Still distributed 
by rental agencies and libraries. 
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